Migration of wide-angle reflections generated by quarry blasts suggests that crustal thickness 2 increases from 38 km beneath the Carolina Terrane to 47-51 km along the southeastern flank of 3 the Blue Ridge. The migration algorithm, developed for generating single-fold images from 4 explosions and earthquakes recorded with isolated, short-aperture arrays, uses the localized slant 5 stack as an intermediate data set. In contrast with other methods, it includes an interpretive step 6 that is based on the assumption that all coherent P-wave energy consists of reflections from 7 planar interfaces. Each sample in the slant stack is mapped into a planar, dipping segment with a 8 length that is determined by the recording aperture. Migrated sections from within the Blue 9
Migration Algorithm 25
The migration algorithm described here (introduced in Hawman (2004) and discussed in the 26 present paper in greater detail) was developed for generating single-fold images from data 27 recorded with isolated, short-aperture arrays. The algorithm is an extension of the method 28 described by Hawman and Phinney (1992) for migrating travel-time picks in common source 29 gathers. Like the methods described by Phinney and Jurdy (1979) and Milkereit (1987) , it uses 30 the localized slant stack of the source gather as an intermediate data set. Unlike those methods, 31 however, it includes an interpretive step that is based on the assumption that all coherent P-wave 32 energy consists of reflections from planar interfaces. 33
The method uses ray tracing to determine the position and dip of reflecting interfaces 34 (Fig. 2) . The ray parameter fixes the angle of incidence of the wavefront across the array. Each 35 sample in a ray-parameter trace (where time corresponds to travel time to the center of the array) 36 is downward continued until it intersects a ray traveling downward from the source which yields 37 a combined two-way time that matches the observed time. Dip is determined from the ray 38 parameters of the upgoing and downgoing rays (Hawman and Phinney, 1992) . 39
Once the position of the reflector midpoint is determined, an interface is generated by 40 assigning the value of that slant-stack sample to all subsurface points along a linear segment with 41 the appropriate dip (Fig. 2c) . This is the interpretive step that assumes reflection from a planar 42 interface. A separate subsurface section is generated for each ray parameter trace. Each trace in 43 a given section is linearly interpolated over depth. The sections then are stacked to construct an 44 image of reflectors as recorded for that shot gather. The ray-parameter increment used for the 45 slant stack is chosen small enough to ensure a slight overlap of reflector segments for reflections 46 spread out over several adjacent ray parameters. For the narrow recording apertures considered 47 focus by summing the contributions from many overlapping source-receiver pairs. In contrast, 80 the algorithm described here uses the a priori assumption of specular reflection to generate 81 planar reflection segments directly from isolated, small-aperture source gathers, without 82 contributions from neighboring or overlapping spatial windows. In essence, we are "cheating" in 83 an attempt to extract interpretable information from a very limited data set. 84
The migration "smiles" generated by the new algorithm are fundamentally different from 85 those generated by true wavefield migration. In the new algorithm, each sample in the slant 86 stack is mapped into a line that is tanget to the equal-time surface, while in conventional 87 migration, each sample is mapped into an arc that follows this surface exactly (Fig. 2d) . 88
Given a profile with multifold coverage, the more robust result produced by true-89 wavefield migration will be preferred, but for single-fold coverage, especially recordings of 90 explosions or earthquakes made with isolated, short-aperture arrays, the present method can be 91 useful. All blasts in the Blue Ridge were ripple-fired. Source durations ranged from 0.2 to 1.0 s; 103 most were less than 0.5 s. For the work described here, deconvolution of shot gathers prior to 104 migration was limited to spectral whitening. This was carried out using a zero-phase filter that 105 normalizes the amplitude spectrum (Jurkevics and Wiggins, 1984) . The algorithm was modified 106 so that the normalization was applied only for frequencies with relative amplitudes above a 107 specified threshold (between 0.01 and 0.1). The main purpose of whitening was to minimize 108 variations in waveforms due to variations in site response for stations across a given array. The 109 resulting increase in bandwidth also reduces ringing (Hawman, 2004) but the complete removal 110 of the effects of ripple firing requires a filter operator that is not zero phase. A more thorough 111 approach to deconvolution based on estimates of source wavelets is described in Hawman 112 (2004) . 113 Slant stacks were computed for a reference time corresponding to the mean offset of the 114 array. The slant stacks were coherency filtered to isolate the most reliable events for migration. 115
Coherency was evaluated by computing the semblance for a time gate of one sample; the7 semblance traces then were smoothed by high-cut filtering and a coherency filter implemented 117 by setting to zero all samples in the corresponding slant stack with smoothed semblance below a 118 specified threshold (Stoffa et al., 1981) . In choosing values for the threshold, it was assumed 119 that noise in the record is stationary (Robinson and Treitel, 1980) . The time window 120 immediately preceding the first arrival was used to characterize the noise level for the entire 121 record. The coherency threshold was raised until less than 1% of the samples in this "noise 122 window" remained. It was found that a value of about 1% leaves waveforms of events in the 123 signal windows largely intact (Fig. 3b) . The threshold was raised further to minimize smearing 124 of individual events along the ray-parameter axis (Fig. 3c) . Events with amplitudes smaller than 125 those of "events" remaining in the noise window were not included in the migration, nor were 126 events interpreted as P-SV conversions and S-wave reflections that fall along roughly parallel 127 trends at higher ray parameters (Fig. 3b) . 128 show an increase in the number of reflectors at depths of roughly 20 km and 40 km (Fig. 5) . The 142 latter depth marks the top of a zone with high apparent reflectivity in the deep crust that extends 143 to depths of 50-55 km, suggesting the possibility of a layered zone that is similar to models 144 proposed for the Cumberland Plateau of Tennessee (Prodehl et al., 1984; Owens et al., 1984) and 145 the Adirondacks (Owens and Zandt, 1985) . One factor contributing to the enhanced reflectivity 146 could be the emplacement of mafic sills into less mafic crust, with reflection amplitudes boosted 147 significantly by tuning effects (Costain et al., 1989) . 148
Migration Results and Conclusions
A gradual decrease in the number of reflectors between 50 and 55 km reflects variations in 149 crustal thickness (Fig. 6) . Crustal thickness within this portion of the Blue Ridge Mountains 150 varies between 46 and 55 km, with a minimum value observed beneath the French Broad River 151 valley (Fig. 6) , suggesting that mountain topography may be supported by Airy-type crustal 152 roots. Less pronounced peaks in the number of migrated reflectors occur at roughly 60 km (Fig.  153   5 ). These correlate with conversion depths in the uppermost mantle for events that arrive shortly 154 after the Ps conversion from the Moho in receiver functions for USNSN station MYNC (Baker 155 and Hawman, 2006 ). An apparent increase in reflectivity also occurs at 8 km, near the projected 156 depth of the top of North American basement (Hatcher et al., 1987; Hubbard et al., 1991) . 
